
Busy Box Challenge Cards Answers
Fill in the Letters 

1. What you have to do to buy something.
pay

2. You might use this material to make a pot.
clay

3. A way to give thanks to God.
pray

4. What your teeth might do if you don’t
brush them.
decay

5. You do this when you touch something.
feel

6. There is one of these on a unicycle.
wheel

7. Putting your knees on the ground.
kneel

8. A type of metal.
steel

9. This makes a ringing noise.
bell

10. You do this with your nose.
smell

11. A snail has one of these.
shell

12. You learn to do this at school.
spell

13. You do this on a bicycle.
ride

14. The opposite of narrow.
wide

15. You can go down one of these at the park.
slide

16. You might feel this when you do
something well.
pride

Vowel Removal
1. b_n_n_

banana

2. _ppl_
apple

3. p_n__ppl_
pineapple

4. m_ths
maths

5. h_st_ry
history

6. _rt
art

7. t_nn_s
tennis

8. f_ _tb_ll
football

9. cr_ck_t
cricket

10. j_llyb_ _n
jellybean

11. l_ll_p_p
lollipop

12. c_ndyfl_ss
candyfloss

Missing Alphabet Mix-Up 
1. The name of a fruit.

plum

2. Something you might find in a playground.
slide

3. Something you might find in a bathroom.
shower

4. The name of an animal.
horse
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5. The name of a minibeast. 

spider

6. The name of a type of transport. 
boat

7. The name of a sport. 
rugby

8. The name of a colour. 
orange

Linked Words 
1. cream, cake, burger 

cheese

2. star, tank, jelly 
fish

3. foot, room, pin 
ball

4. cup, room, key 
board

Fill in the Letters 
1. The noise a car horn makes. 

beep

2. We get wool from these animals. 
sheep

3. You do this with a brush.  
sweep

4. You do this on your tiptoes.  
creep

5. It often falls from the sky. 
rain

6. You’re using this now.  
brain

7. A dirty mark that won’t come off. 
stain

8. You catch one of these at the station.  
train

9. The day, month and year. 
date

10. You do this on ice.  
skate

11. You eat from one of these. 
plate

12. You might do this to cheese.  
grate

13. You might do this to a ball. 
kick

14. You use glue to do this.  
stick

15. The opposite of slow. 
quick

16. The opposite of thin.  
thick

Play with Words
1. Change mist into something you might 

take to the shop. 
list

2. Change mill into the name of something 
you might buy at the shop. 
milk

3. Change hand into something you’d find 
on a beach. 
sand

4. Change match into something you could 
do to a ball. 
catch

5. Change fish into something you’d eat from. 
dish

6. Change fort into something you might use 
to eat your dinner. 
fork 
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7. Change chess into where a pirate might keep their treasure.

chest

8. Change match to what might cover a pirate’s eye.
patch

Anagram Picture
1. tik - kit

labl - ball
dfeil - field
elkcat - tackle
repayl - player

2. shucnio - cushion 
rapcte - carpet
clkoc - clock 
lawperpal - wallpaper 
eflhsookb - bookshelf

3. eals - seal
sgras - grass
cenfe - fence
feigraf - giraffe 
tpanehel - elephant

4. esahd - shade
veswa - waves 
bellraum -umbrella 
circkedah -deckchair 
uslgassens -sunglasses
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